Significance Statement {#s1}
======================

Many studies have examined how the spiking activity of single neurons can encode stimulus features, such the direction of motion of visual stimuli. However, majority of such studies to date have only recorded from a small number of neurons at the same time, meaning that one cannot adequately account for the trial-to-trial correlations in spiking activity between neurons. Using multi-channel recordings, we were able to measure the neuronal correlations, and their effects on population coding of stimulus features. Our results have implications on the way which neural populations must be read-out to maximize information.

Introduction {#s2}
============

Understanding the way in which stimulus features are represented by the activity of neurons is one of the key challenges in systems neuroscience. One of the most effective paradigms for addressing this question has been the decoding of the direction of visual motion from the activity of neurons in the middle temporal area (MT) of the primate cerebral cortex. In the classic opposite directions of motion discrimination task ([@B40]; [@B12], [@B14]), the strength of the motion signal is manipulated to reduce both the behavioral performance and the amount of information that is carried by single neurons ([@B40]; [@B12], [@B14]). While it was initially found that the activity of single neurons could account for behavioral performance ([@B40]; [@B12]), it has become clear that the activity of a pool of neurons must be combined to form the perceptual decision ([@B14]; [@B50]; [@B32]; [@B19]). Similar findings have been reported in the medial superior temporal area (MST; [@B15]), although it is also associated with higher order motion processing ([@B48]; [@B57]; [@B23]).

Combining the activity of a population of neurons can reduce the effects of single neuron variability ([@B58]) and increase the reliability of signal. However, combining the activity of single neurons recorded on different trials, even in response to the identical stimulus, can only approximate the population responses, since it does not capture correlations in the trial to trial variability between pairs of neurons ([@B65]; [@B6]). Correlated activity has the potential to change the amount of information contained in populations of neurons, initially, it was believed that these correlations would impair population decoding performance ([@B65]), but it was later shown that is not necessarily the case, and that certain correlation structures can actually improve population decoding ([@B1]; [@B56]; [@B5]; [@B52]; [@B24]; [@B28]; [@B51]; [@B70]; [@B31]; [@B67]). The effects of correlations on population decoding are highly dependent on the correlation structure of the population ([@B1]; [@B39]; [@B31]), the size of the population ([@B35]), as well as heterogeneity in firing rates and tuning ([@B52]; [@B24]; [@B39]; [@B51]; [@B30]; [@B31]), even untuned neurons may contribute to population coding ([@B27]; [@B34]; [@B66]). Therefore, it is important to consider population activity recorded concurrently on the same set of trials to understand the information contained within a neuronal population.

Previous studies that have investigated population coding for opposite directions of motion discrimination have simulated neuronal populations by using correlation statistics that were obtained from studies of simultaneously recorded of pairs of neurons ([@B50]; [@B19]; [@B33]). However, these studies did not incorporate differences correlations between different levels of motion coherences ([@B6]), and may not have incorporated the full range in of firing rates and direction tuning that are typically found in MT ([@B16]). More generally, it is unclear how the correlation structure of a population of (\>2) neurons may change with motion coherence and whether this affects population coding. For example, optimal population decoding could require a different strategy depending on the strength of the motion signal, or alternatively, the optimal decoding method for high signal strength (supra-threshold) stimuli may be the same as the optimal decoding method for low signal strength (near threshold) stimuli. Furthermore, the question of whether correlations improve population decoding may depend on the level of motion coherence. Addressing these questions with data from real populations of simultaneously recorded neurons will provide valuable insights into the population activity in an opposite directions of motion task.

We recorded population activity in area MT and MST while presenting opposite directions of motion (leftwards and rightwards) and manipulated the strength of the motion signal through changes in the coherence of random dot patterns. We found that MT/MST cells were weakly correlated, and correlations increased as motion strength decreased. Correlations impaired population decoding, but decoders that accounted for the correlation structure generally outperformed decoders that ignored correlations. Despite the changes in correlation with respect to motion coherence, the same decoding strategy can be applied to all coherences with no significant loss in performance. Furthermore, decoder weights were best predicted by the individual neuron's left-right selectivity, with some adjustments for correlations.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

Animals and surgical preparation {#s3A}
--------------------------------

Single unit and multi-unit extracellular recordings in areas MT and MST were obtained from five marmoset monkeys; two males and three females, between 1.5 and 3 years of age, with no history of veterinary complications. These animals were also used for unrelated anatomic tracing and visual physiology experiments. Experiments were conducted in accordance with the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes, and all procedures were approved by the Monash University Animal Ethics Experimentation Committee.

The preparation for electrophysiology studies of marmosets has been described previously ([@B10]; updated as in [@B61]). Anesthesia was induced with alfaxalone (Alfaxan, 8 mg/kg), allowing a tracheotomy, vein cannulation and craniotomy to be performed. After all surgical procedures were completed, the animal was administered an intravenous infusion of pancuronium bromide (0.1 mg/kg/h) combined with sufentanil (6--8 μg/kg/h, adjusted to ensure no physiologic responses to noxious stimuli) and dexamethasone (0.4 mg/kg/h), and was artificially ventilated with a gaseous mixture of nitrous oxide and oxygen (7:3). The electrocardiogram and level of cortical spontaneous activity were continuously monitored. Administration of atropine (1%) and phenylephrine hydrochloride (10%) eye drops was used to produce mydriasis and cycloplegia. Appropriate focus and protection of the corneas from desiccation were achieved by means of hard contact lenses selected by retinoscopy.

Electrophysiology, data acquisition, and pre-processing {#s3B}
-------------------------------------------------------

We recorded neural activity with single shaft linear arrays (NeuroNexus) consisting of 32 electrodes separated by 50 µm. MT and MST recording sites were identified during experiments using anatomic landmarks, receptive field progression and size ([@B46]) and direction selectivity. The position of recording sites was confirmed postmortem by histologic examination. Penetrations were generally oriented in the dorsoventral plane, resulting an angle of ∼30--60° relative to the surface of the cortex for MT and MST ([@B42]) and therefore the neuronal populations spanned both cortical columns and layers.

Electrophysiological data were recorded using a Cereplex system (Blackrock Microsystems) with a sampling rate of 30 kHz. For offline analysis of spiking activity, each channel was high-pass filtered at 750 Hz, and spikes were initially identified based on threshold crossings. Units were sorted using Offline Sorter (Plexon Inc.). Units were classified as single-units if they showed good separation on the (two component) principal component analysis plot, and were confirmed by inspection of the inter-spike interval histogram and consistency of wave form over time. Any remaining threshold crossings were classified as multi-unit activity. We used only one unit from each electrode contact, either the best isolated single unit, or the multiunit if there were no single units (which excluded 23 responsive units). We also excluded nine units from adjacent channels since it was apparent they were duplicated across two channels, based on their sharp cross correlogram peak and high signal and noise correlations ([@B6]). To account for the possibility that we may have still double counted spikes across adjacent channels, we also removed coincident spikes on adjacent channels using the following procedure. We compared the spike train of each responsive unit to the unit at the immediately adjacent electrode contact (50 µm away), and deleted any spikes in the second unit's spike train that occurred within plus or minus 1 ms of spikes in the first unit, thus eliminating any double counted spikes (but also removing some that occurred at the same time by chance). This eliminated a further 28 out of 221 units from the dataset, because they were now considered unresponsive to the best stimulus (compared to the spontaneous rate, Wilcoxon rank-sum test *p* \< 0.01; see below, Data analysis).

Visual stimuli {#s3C}
--------------

Visual stimuli were presented on a VIEWPixx3D monitor (1920 × 1080 pixels; 520 × 295 mm; 120-Hz refresh rate, VPixx Technologies) positioned 0.35--0.45 m from the animal on an angle to accommodate the size and eccentricity of the receptive field(s), typically subtending 70° in azimuth, and 40° in elevation. All stimuli were generated with MATLAB using Psychtoolbox-3 ([@B11]).

The main visual stimulus consisted of random dots presented full screen. White dots (106 cd/m^2^) of 0.2° in diameter were displayed on a black (0.25 cd/m^2^) background (full contrast). The density was such that there were on average 0.5 dots per °^2^; this was chosen because these parameters have been shown to elicit good responses from marmoset MT when displayed on LCD monitors ([@B54]; [@B62]). Dot coherence was controlled using the white noise method ([@B12], [@B14]; [@B69]) by randomly choosing a subset of "noise" dots on each frame, which were displaced to random positions within the stimulus aperture. The remaining "signal" dots were moved in the same direction with a fixed displacement. For each stimulus presentation, a new set of signal and noise dots were randomly generated, thereby producing a different stimulus for each trial.

### Determination of receptive fields and basic direction tuning {#s3C1}

Visual receptive fields were quantitatively mapped using a grid of either static flashed squares or small apertures of briefly presented moving dots. Subsequent visual stimuli were presented full screen, so as to cover as many neurons' receptive fields as possible. We also conducted visual direction tuning tests (12 directions, 100% coherence), sometimes using just a single standard speed of 20°/s, other times a range of speeds to determine the optimal speed. Units were deemed to be direction selective if their circular variance ([@B45]) was less than or equal to 0.9 (cutoff determined by visual inspection of the direction tuning curves and the distribution of the circular variances). The preferred direction was calculated with a vector sum ([@B45]), and in analyses that used preferred direction, we only used units with a circular variance less than or equal to 0.9 (i.e., were direction selective). The strength of the direction selectivity was calculated with a direction index DI:$$DI = 1 - \frac{{rate}_{null}}{{rate}_{pref}}$$

Where rate~pref~ and rate~null~ is the firing rate in response to preferred and null direction of motion, respectively, at 100% motion coherence. DI values lie between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating a strongly direction selective neuron.

### Main stimulus protocol {#s3C2}

As our investigations involved decoding for opposite directions of motion, we presented visual stimuli moving either leftwards or rightwards at 60°/s at different levels of motion coherence: 100%, 82%, 64%, 46%, 28%, 10%, and 0%. All stimuli were presented for 600 ms with 120 repeats per condition. The number of trials per direction and coherence meant that this test protocol took up considerable time, therefore we collected data from only one axis of motion to maximize recording stability. There was no specific reason why the left-right axis was chosen, apart from the fact that these data were obtained as part of a study to investigate the effects of auditory motion in MT and MST. Because we did find any effect of auditory stimuli in the responses of single neurons or populations of neurons ([@B68]), we have grouped the two conditions (visual and audiovisual) into one dataset for these analyses. As we used the horizontal axis of motion regardless of the direction preferences of the recorded units, our results will be generalizable to the opposite directions paradigm across all directions.

Data analysis {#s3D}
-------------

### Time windows and inclusion criteria {#s3D3}

Firing rates were calculated using a time window from the stimulus onset to offset (600 ms). Units were deemed responsive if the firing rate in response to the best 100% coherence stimulus (leftwards or rightwards) was significantly different to the spontaneous rate (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, *p* \< 0.01), and if this rate was at least two spikes/s above the spontaneous rate. Units were considered left-right selective if the firing rate to the best direction of motion (leftwards or rightwards) at 100% coherence was significantly greater than that of the other direction (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, *p* \< 0.05). Populations were included for analysis if they contained at least three left-right selective units that were separated by at least 100 µm. When comparing the results across the main stimulus protocol and the direction tuning protocol (e.g. [Figs. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [6*E*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), we excluded 10 units due to significant changes in left-right selectivity, possibly due to small movements in the electrode, and 19 units that were not responsive at the time of the direction tuning test. For these analyses that used preferred direction, we only used units that were direction selective (CV \<= 0.9), because the preferred direction is meaningless for non-direction selective units.

### Left-right selectivity {#s3D4}

We characterized the left-right selectivity of each unit with a left-right index:$$\mathit{Left-right}\,\mathit{index} = \frac{{rate}_{R} - {rate}_{L}}{max\left( {rate}_{R},{rate}_{L} \right)}$$

Where rate~R~ and rate~L~ is the firing rate in response to rightwards and leftwards motion, respectively, at 100% motion coherence. Left-right indices lie between --1 and +1, with --1 indicating a strongly leftwards preferring neuron, +1 indicating a strongly rightwards preferring neuron, and 0 indicating a neuron that is not selective for leftwards or rightwards motion. The left-right congruency of a pair of units was defined as the product of the two left-right indices, resulting in a range of values from --1 to +1, where --1 is a pair of strongly left-right selective units that have opposite left-right preferences, and +1 is a pair of strongly left-right selective units that have the same left-right preference.

### Decoding {#s3D5}

We used linear discriminant analysis ([@B43]; [@B4]; [@B33]; [@B2]) to decode the direction of motion (leftwards or rightwards) at each coherence. Firing rates were first z-scored at each coherence before being used for decoding, using the mean and standard deviation of the combined firing rates to leftwards and rightwards motion. We used random subsampling cross validation by training on a randomly selected subset of 80% (96/120) of trials and testing on the remainder, and repeating this process 1000 times. For each iteration, we trained and tested the decoder at each level of motion coherence. Therefore, we obtained an estimate of the decoding accuracy (the mean percentage correct across iterations) and the variability (95% interval across iterations). We also applied the same method to decode the direction of motion from each individual unit to compare them to the population performance. Since the range of weights varied by population, weights were normalized by dividing by the maximum absolute weight in the population when comparing across populations.

### Neurometric thresholds {#s3D6}

To determine neurometric thresholds of single neurons and populations ([@B40]; [@B12]; [@B8]), the percentage correct values of each cross-validation iteration were fitted using least squares regression with two variants of the Weibull function, resulting in a neurometric curve that described the decoding performance with respect to coherence:$$p = 1 - 0.5exp\left\lbrack {- \left( c/\alpha \right)}^{\beta} \right\rbrack$$ $$p = \delta - \left( \delta - 0.5 \right)exp\left\lbrack {- \left( c/\alpha \right)}^{\beta} \right\rbrack$$where *p* was the probability of correctly discriminating the direction of motion at coherence *c*, α was the coherence of threshold performance (82%, convention established by [@B12]), β controlled the slope and δ was the asymptotic level of performance (\<1). As [Equation 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"} has an extra free parameter, we used an *F* test to decide whether to reject the use of [Equation 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"} over [Equation 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The α was limited to between 0 and 3, β was limited to lie between 0 and 10, and δ was limited to lie between 0 and 1. In some analyses, we used the "near-threshold" level of coherence, which was the coherence that was closest to the exact threshold as determined by the curve fitting procedure. We only analyzed populations in which the upper bound of the threshold's 95% interval was \<100% coherence, to ensure that threshold estimates were well constrained. Therefore, all populations had a population threshold \<100% coherence.

### Decoding with and without correlations {#s3D7}

To test the effects of correlations on population decoding, we trained two types of decoders; the standard decoder, which was trained on the standard dataset (i.e., contains correlations), and a "correlation blind" decoder, which was trained on trial shuffled datasets, a process which removed all correlations. To test the effect of removing correlations, we compared the performance of the blind decoder on trial shuffled dataset to the standard decoder on the standard dataset. To test the effect of ignoring correlation structure, we compared the performance of the blind decoder to the standard decoder on the standard dataset, i.e., a dataset that contained real correlations.

### Spike count correlation {#s3D8}

For each pair of units in each population, we calculated the spike count correlation (r~SC~) as the Pearson's correlation coefficient of the trial by trial spike counts. We calculated r~SC~ for each pair of units by z-scoring the firing rates at each direction and coherence, so the firing rates could be combined across stimulus conditions to calculate an overall r~SC~ for the pair. We also calculated r~SC~ for each level of motion coherence and direction separately. The r~SC~ values were calculated for each iteration of the random subsampling cross validation procedure used for decoding and averaged across iterations.

### Statistics {#s3D9}

Measures of correlations were Spearman's rho (p), except for spike count correlations (see above). Tests between two groups were made with Wilcoxon signed-rank test (paired) or Wilcoxon rank-sum test (unpaired), and the α criterion was 0.05 unless otherwise specified. Running means were calculated using 1000 sliding windows. The window size was 0.15 and 10° for left-right congruency and difference in preferred direction, respectively. For the electrode separation, we only plotted the running mean for separations that had least 10 pairs of units, and for left-right congruency, we only plotted for the middle 95th percentile to ensure a reliable estimate of the mean. To test for differences in spike count correlations at different levels of motion coherences, we used a two-way ANOVA with the Tukey--Cramer method for *post hoc* multiple comparisons, and we used an ANCOVA to account for differences in spike count correlations that might rise from differences in firing rate. We deemed differences in decoding thresholds to be statistically significant if the 95% interval of differences across cross-validation iterations did not overlap with zero.

Histology {#s3E}
---------

At the end of the recordings, the animals were given an intravenous overdose of sodium pentobarbitone and, following cardiac arrest, were perfused with 0.9% saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer; pH 7.4. The brain was postfixed for ∼24 h in the same solution, and then cryoprotected with fixative solutions containing 10%, 20%, and 30% sucrose. The brains were then frozen and sectioned into 40-µm coronal slices. Alternate series were stained for Nissl substance and myelin ([@B26]). The location of recording sites was reconstructed by identifying electrode tracks and depth readings recorded during the experiment. Additionally, each electrode array was coated in DiI, allowing visualization under fluorescence microscopy before staining of the sections. In coronal sections, MT is clearly identifiably by heavy myelination in the granular and infragranular layers ([@B46]), whereas MST is more lightly myelinated and lacks clear separation between layers ([@B41]). The majority of neurons reported here were histologically confirmed to be in MT or MST, but for some penetrations in which the histology was unclear (two penetrations), neurons were included on the basis of their receptive field size and progression, and their direction tuning.

Results {#s4}
=======

Sample size {#s4A}
-----------

We made 27 electrode array penetrations in areas MT and MST, but restricted our analysis to 17 populations (for inclusion criteria, see Materials and Methods; MT: *n* = 13; MST: *n* = 4) that were suitable for population decoding. The number of units per population varied from 4 to 27 (median = 11, total = 193 across all populations), comprising of both single (12%) and multi-units, but no distinctions were made between unit type for population decoding. We first performed direction tuning tests using 100% coherence motion in 12 equally spaced directions ([Fig. 1*A--C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left column), and found that most units were direction selective (MT 80%, MST 70%, circular variance \<= 0.9), in agreement with previous reports ([@B64]; [@B37]; [@B3]; [@B15]; [@B9]; [@B36]). Cells in both areas have been shown to respond in a direction selective way to random dot stimuli ([@B12]; [@B15]), and since decoding performance and direction selectivity in MT was similar to that of MST, we did not distinguish between MT and MST in this paper. Since the electrode penetrations were not perpendicular to the surface of the cortex, they spanned a number of direction columns and typically showed a range of different preferred directions in each population. Overall, the full set of units across all populations covered the full range of preferred directions and varying degrees of direction selectivity ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left panel).

![Direction preference and left-right selectivity of the recorded neuronal populations. ***A--C***, Direction tuning and the responses to left-right motion at difference coherences for three example populations (***A***, ***B*** are in area MT, ***C*** is in area MST). In the left column's polar plots, the direction of each line represents the preferred direction of a unit, the length represents the strength of the direction selectivity (direction index; [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and the shading shows the position of the unit on the electrode shank. In the right column's Cartesian plots, the mean spiking rate to motion on the left-right axis of motion are plotted at different levels of motion coherence. Each line shows the coherence response function for a unit from the polar plot shown in the left column, using the same shading convention. Leftwards motion is represented by negative coherence values, rightwards motion by positive coherence values. ***D***, Distribution of preferred directions and left-right selectivity across all populations in this study. The left panel's polar plot shows the combined set of preferred directions (same convention as ***A--C***) for all recorded units. In the right panel, each row of dots represents a population, and the position of each dot along the *x*-axis represents the left-right index ([Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Dots positioned on the left (negative) side of the axis prefer leftwards motion, dots positioned on the right (positive) side of the axis prefer rightwards motion.](enu0061828170001){#F1}

For the main stimulus protocol in this study, we presented motion in the left-right axis at various levels of motion coherence. We observed a wide range of firing rates in responses to changes in motion coherence along the left right-axis of motion. Some units showed monotonic increases in firing from left to right or vice versa (i.e., were strongly left-right selective), other units showed "u-shaped" type responses, where firing rates increased with coherence in both directions ([Fig. 1*A--C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right column). More often than not, these cells had preferred directions which were far away from the horizontal axis. Overall, we observed a range of left-right selectiveness ([Fig. 1*D*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right panel), with most populations showing a mixture of left and right preferring units.

The spiking activity of MT and MST neurons is weakly correlated {#s4B}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We first characterized the spike count correlations (r~SC~) of pairs of units in our populations. We measured r~SC~ of all pairs of units (*n* = 1466) by z-scoring the firing rates for each coherence and direction and collapsing across all conditions. Confirming previous reports, we found that the activity of many pairs MT and MST neurons were weakly positively correlated on a trial to trial basis ([@B65]; [@B6]; [@B18]; [@B55]; [@B47]; [@B62]), with a mean r~SC~ of 0.23 ([Fig. 2*A*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). Because it had been previously reported that r~SC~ depends the distance between neurons and the differences in their preferred directions ([@B17]; [@B55]), we also investigated these factors in our dataset. We found that there was a significant negative correlation between r~SC~ and electrode separation ([Fig. 2*A*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel, Spearman's ρ = 0.278, *p* \< 0.001), left-right congruency (the product the left-right indices, [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [Fig. 2*B*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; Spearman's ρ = 0.101, *p* \< 0.001) and the difference in preferred direction of the pair ([Fig. 2*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; Spearman's ρ = 0.114, *p* = 0.001), demonstrating that pairs of units that are closer to each other, or have similar direction tuning, tend to have higher correlations.

![Factors that affect spike count correlations (r~SC~). ***A***, The histogram on the left shows the distribution of r~SC~ in the dataset, and black line indicates the mean. The scatter plot on the right shows the r~SC~ of each pair plotted against electrode separation, and the black line shows the mean r~SC~ at each separation (only plotted for electrode separations that had at least 10 pairs of units). ***B***, r~SC~ plotted against left-right congruency (the product the left-right indices; [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the black line shows the running mean (bin size = 0.15, only plotted for the middle 95th percentile range, to obtain reliable estimate of the mean). ***C***, r~SC~ plotted against the difference in preferred direction of pairs of direction selective units, black line indicates the running mean (bin size = 10°).](enu0061828170002){#F2}

Low coherence stimuli produce stronger spike count correlations {#s4C}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Because the primary stimulus manipulation in this study was motion coherence, we next tested if r~SC~ varied with this parameter. We found that there was a statistically significant modulation of r~SC~ by coherence (repeated measures ANOVA *F*~(12)~ = 105, *p* \< 0.001) across the 13 levels of coherence (six levels leftwards, six rightwards, and the zero coherence condition). Because we were primarily interested in the modulation of r~SC~ by coherence rather than direction, we grouped the responses to leftwards and rightwards motion, and plotted the mean r~SC~ at each coherence ([Fig. 3*A*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, solid line), and observed a clear effect: r~SC~ was lower for 100% coherence compared to all other coherence levels. As the non-zero coherence levels now had two r~SC~ values per pair (leftwards and rightwards) and the zero coherence only had one r~SC~ value per pair, we first analyzed non-zero coherences only to perform repeated measures ANOVAs with respect to coherence. Confirming the previous findings, we found that r~SC~ was significantly modulated by non-zero coherences (repeated measures ANOVA *F*~(5)~ = 300, *p* \< 0.001), and that lower coherences had higher r~SC~ measurements (*post hoc* tests of 100% vs 10%, 28%, 46%, 64%, and 86% coherence all *p* \< 0.001), and that there was a significant negative correlation between coherence and r~SC~ (Spearman's ρ = --0.15, *p* \< 0.001). In summary, these results suggest that reducing motion coherence increases spike count correlations.

![Spike count correlation (r~SC~) at different levels of motion coherence. ***A***, The solid line shows the mean r~SC~ plotted for each level of coherence, demonstrating that low coherences produces higher r~SC~ values (left axis) than 100% coherence. The dashed line shows the mean minimum spike count (right axis) at each coherence, demonstrating that spiking activity increases with coherence, which could cause a trivial increase in r~SC~, not the observed decrease (solid line). The dotted line shows the mean r~SC~ normalized by dividing by the minimum spike count of the neuronal pair plotted against each level of coherence, confirming that the decrease in r~SC~ with coherence is not trivially due to decreases in spiking activity. Error bars show the SEM. ***B***, The difference in r~SC~ and minimum spike count for each pair of units at 10% and 100%, the white cross indicates the means. Note the r~SC~ values were higher at 10% coherence, but the spike counts were lower. ***C***, ***D***, r~SC~ values at 100% coherence are shown with respect to the r~SC~ values at lower coherences. ***E***, The difference in r~SC~ for 46% and 100% coherence plotted against left-right congruency, showing no relationship. The black line shows the running mean (bin size = 0.15, only plotted for the middle 95th percentile range). ***E***, The difference in r~SC~ for 46% and 100% coherence plotted against the difference in preferred direction of pairs of direction selective units, showing no relationship. The black line indicates the running mean (bin size = 10°).](enu0061828170003){#F3}

However, such a change in r~SC~ could be trivially explained by a change in the number of spikes elicited by different motion coherences ([@B22]; [@B20]), and changes in coherence clearly modulate spiking activity ([Figs. 1*A--C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right panels, 3*A*, dashed line; [@B13]; [@B16]). To investigate whether the observed increase in r~SC~ at lower coherences was simply due to changes in the spike counts, we first used an ANCOVA controlling for the effect for the minimum spike count of the pair ([@B20]) and still found a significant effect of coherence on r~SC~ (ANCOVA *F*~(5)~ = 14.2, *p* \< 0.001, *post hoc* tests for 100% vs 10%, 28%, 46%, and 64% coherence *p* \< 0.001, 100% vs 82% *p* = 0.91). Additionally, we normalized r~SC~ by dividing by the minimum spike count of each pair and investigated this measure against coherence, and found that the strength of normalized correlations still decreased with coherence ([Fig. 3*A*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, dotted line; repeated measures ANOVA *F*~(5)~ = 358, *p* \< 0.001, *post hoc* tests for 100% vs 10%, 28%, 46%, 64%, and 86% coherence all *p* \< 0.001). Furthermore, we found that the normalized correlations were significantly negatively correlated with coherence (Spearman's ρ = --0.37, *p* \< 0.001). To visually confirm that the differences in r~SC~ between coherences and confirm they were not caused by changes in spike count, we examined the difference in r~SC~ against the difference in spike counts for all pairs of coherence (e.g., 10% vs 100% coherence shown in [Fig. 3*B*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). When comparing the difference in r~SC~ between coherences, we found that the increases in r~SC~ were actually accompanied by a decrease in spike count ([Fig. 3*B*](#F3){ref-type="fig"} has most points on the left side of the *y*-axis), thereby demonstrating that the increase in r~SC~ was not simply caused by an increase in the number of spikes. To test whether the finding that 0% coherence produced lower values of r~SC~ compared to 10% coherence because differences in spike counts ([Fig. 3*A*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), we used ANCOVAs to control for minimum spike count and performed *post hoc* tests and found no significant effect (*p* = 0.935 0% vs leftwards 10% coherence motion; *p* = 0.875 0% vs rightwards 10% coherence motion). Therefore, these analyses demonstrate that reducing motion coherence increases spike count correlations independent of changes in spiking activity.

Finally, we examined whether correlations between pairs of neurons remained consistent between coherences, or if r~SC~ were highly variable between pairs, resulting in a different correlation structure from one coherence to the next. We examined the r~SC~ at each coherence against the r~SC~ at 100% coherence ([Fig. 3*C*,*D*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and found strong and significant correlations (100% vs 10%, 28%, 46%, 64%, and 86% coherence Spearman's ρ = 0.381, 0.474, 0.585, 0.601, and 0.733, respectively, all *p* \< 0.001). This suggests that at least some parts of the correlation structure may be preserved across coherences, although the magnitude of the correlations changed ([Fig. 3*A*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We also examined whether the change in r~SC~ with coherence was affected by the direction preference of the pairs of neurons, but did not find any systematic significant relationships with left-right congruency ([Fig. 3*E*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; 100% vs 46% coherence Spearman's ρ = 0.017, *p* = 0.372) or difference in preferred direction ([Fig. 3*F*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; 100% vs 46% coherence Spearman's ρ = --0.033, *p* = 0.207)

Population decoding always outperforms the best unit {#s4D}
----------------------------------------------------

Having characterized the correlations in our populations of MT and MST units, we next decoded the direction of motion (leftwards or rightwards) by training and testing linear decoders at each level of motion coherence using the spike rates of each unit. The method that we used here ensured that the decoder took into account the correlations during training, and were tested on real trials where cell-to-cell covariations remained intact. We calculated a neurometric threshold for each population, defined as the level of coherence in which the decoder achieves 82% accuracy. First, we needed to confirm that decoding the direction of motion from a population was in fact incorporating the information from multiple units, and not relying solely on the single most informative unit. to assess the improvement in decoding using a population of neurons over an individual neuron, we also decoded the direction of motion (and calculated thresholds) for each unit individually. [Figure 4*A*](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the decoding performance of a representative population with the population decoding performance shown in black and the best individual unit decoding performance in shown in gray. In this population, the population threshold is lower than the best unit's threshold. In fact, across the full set of populations, the population threshold was always lower than the threshold of the best unit ([Fig. 4*B*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; all points lying bellow the line of unity, median difference = --17%, *p* \< 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). This demonstrated that the population decoding method we used incorporated information from multiple neurons, and that the populations as a whole contained more information about the direction of motion than any individual unit. Furthermore, the vast majority of decoding weights were non-zero (e.g. [Fig. 6*D*,*E*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating that most units make at least some contribution to the decoding outcome.

![Population decoding and correlations. ***A***, An example population showing the decoding performance of the population (black) and the best individual unit (gray) plotted against coherence. The two data sets were both fitted with a Weibull curve to determine the threshold, defined as the level of coherence that achieves 82% correct. ***B***, Population thresholds plotted against the threshold of the best unit for all populations. All populations had thresholds lower than the threshold of the best individual unit. ***C***, Another example population, showing the performance of the standard decoding procedure (black), performance when correlations were removed (light gray), and performance when correlations were ignored (dark gray). ***D***, Effects of correlations. The thresholds from the standard decoding procedure are plotted against the thresholds obtained when correlations were removed, showing a statistically significant decrease in the median threshold (*p* = 0.025, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Star symbols represent populations in which the difference is statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05; bootstrap). ***E***, Effects of ignoring correlations. The thresholds from the standard decoding procedure are plotted against the thresholds obtained when correlations were ignored, showing a small but statistically significant increase in the median threshold (*p* = 0.007, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). ***F***, The change in thresholds when correlations were ignored was significantly positively correlated with change in thresholds when correlations were removed (Spearman's ρ = 0.647, *p* = 0.005). The change in threshold was calculated as the standard threshold minus the remove or ignore correlations threshold. Therefore, for the *x*-axis, negative values represent populations which had lower (better performance) thresholds in the standard decoding compared to decoding when correlations where ignored. These were the units that were above the line of unity in ***E***, and were the majority of populations. For the *y*-axis, positive values indicate populations that had higher thresholds (worse performance) for the standard decoder in comparison to decoding when correlations where removed. These were the units below the line of unit in ***D*** and were the majority of the populations.](enu0061828170004){#F4}

Finally, we examined the factors that influence the population threshold. The threshold of the best unit was the strongest predictor of the population threshold (Spearman's ρ = 0.9, *p* \< 0.001). There was also a significant relationship between population threshold and the summed absolute left-right selectivity of the population, even when controlling for the threshold of the best unit (Spearman's ρ = --0.523, *p* = 0.0352), demonstrating that populations with more strongly direction selective neurons have lower population thresholds. There was no significant relationship between the population threshold and the population size (Spearman's ρ = --0.248, *p* = 0.337) or the mean absolute left-right selectivity (Spearman's ρ = --0.37, *p* = 0.144).

Correlations impair decoding performance {#s4E}
----------------------------------------

Having previously established the basic characteristics of trial-to-trial correlations, we next examined how these correlations affected population decoding. This was done by comparing the performance of the standard decoder (trained and tested with correlations present) to the trial shuffled decoders (trained and tested with no correlations present). [Figure 4*C*](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the performance of a single example population with and without correlations (black vs light gray lines, respectively), in which decoding performance was worse in the presence of correlations. In general, we found the presence of correlations impaired decoding performance across the full dataset ([Fig. 4*D*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; median threshold difference = --2.7%, *p* = 0.025, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), and four populations showed statistically significant higher thresholds in the presence of correlations (bootstrap, *p* \< 0.05). Therefore, neuronal correlations resulted in a decrease in population decoding performance for opposite directions of motion.

We next investigated whether knowing the correlation structure provided any advantage, or if similar performance could be achieved by ignoring correlations. To test this, we the compared the performance of decoding the real data set (correlations present) with the standard decoders (trained with correlations present) and trial shuffled decoders (trained with no correlations present). The example population in [Figure 4*C*](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows an improvement in decoding performance when correlations were considered (black vs dark gray lines). While no individual population showed a significant decrease to threshold when taking correlations into account, there was a significant decrease in median threshold across populations when the decoder was trained with the correlation structure intact ([Fig. 4*E*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; median difference = 1.6%, *p* = 0.007, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Therefore, decoders which learnt the correlation structures usually performed better than one that ignored correlations.

Next, we investigated whether there was any relationship in the effect size (and sign) of removing and ignoring correlations when decoding our dataset of neuronal populations. One may expect that the two are tightly coupled, i.e., for populations that were most affected by the presence of correlations, it may be most advantageous for the decoder to learn these correlations. Such a relationship would result in a negative correlation between the effect of removing and ignoring correlations, with data points occupying the first (top left) and the third (bottom right) quadrants of [Figure 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. However, this was not the case, there was in fact a significant positive correlation ([Fig. 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Spearman's ρ = 0.647, *p* = 0.005). Interestingly, for the populations that were most affected by the presence correlations, ignoring correlations had little or no effect on the accuracy of decoding. Correspondingly, for the populations in which learning correlations most improved decoding performance, removing correlations did not affect decoding performance. These results were exemplified by the fact that the majority of data points in [Figure 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"} were situated close to both axes. In summary, our data show that the effects of removing and ignoring correlations in population decoding were related, populations that were affected by one of these factors were less likely to be affected by the other.

Decoders trained at 100% coherence generalize to other coherences {#s4F}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We had previously found that spike count correlations decrease with motion coherence ([Fig. 3*A*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), yet the correlation structure appeared to be preserved across coherences, e.g., pairs of units that are strongly correlated at 100% coherence are also strongly correlated at l0% coherence ([Fig. 3*C*,*D*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It was therefore unclear if the changes in the strength of the correlations with coherence would affect the optimal linear decoding strategy, i.e., is it necessary for the decoder to be optimized for each coherence level by training on responses from each individual level of coherence? Or alternatively, can a decoder trained on 100% coherence be successfully applied to lower coherences? If the former case is true, then downstream areas that decode MT/MST neurons would first need to be aware of the level of motion coherence (i.e., to use a decoding strategy that is optimized for the particular coherence), but if is the latter, then the downstream areas could always use the same readout method.

To investigate this, we used the decoders trained at 100% coherence to decode the direction of motion at every other level of coherence, and thereby obtained a new set of population thresholds, and we then compared these new thresholds to the thresholds obtained by training at each coherence level. We found there was no significant difference in population threshold between these two training methods ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; median threshold difference = --0.53%, *p* = 0.717, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), suggesting that the readout method for 100% coherence can generalize to all other levels of motion coherence. Further, we tested if decoders trained at 100% coherence do indeed perform as well as coherence specific decoders at all levels of coherence (not just near threshold), we plotted the difference in accuracy for the two decoder types at each level of coherence ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, we found that the difference in performance between the two decoder types was not significantly different to zero for all coherence levels (uncorrected t tests, *p* \< 0.05). We also found that there was no difference between coherence levels (one-way repeated measures ANOVA *F*~(4)~ = 1.61, *p* = 0.18). These results confirm that decoders trained at 100% coherence perform as well as coherence specific decoders at all levels of coherence. To directly compare these decoding methods, we compared the normalized weights of the decoders trained at 100% coherence with the decoders trained at the near threshold level of coherence (the closest level of coherence to the populations' threshold, therefore varying by population) by plotting one against another and found they were highly correlated ([Fig. 5*C*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; Spearman's ρ = 0.8, *p* \< 0.001), and that most weights are not significantly different under the two conditions (151 out 193 units show no significant difference with bootstrapping).

![Generalizability of decoders across motion coherence. ***A***, Population thresholds of the standard decoder (trained and tested for each coherence) are plotted against the thresholds of the decoders trained only at 100% coherence (and tested at every other coherence). The median threshold difference was not statistically significantly different to zero (*p* = 0.826, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). ***B***, Mean difference in accuracy between standard decoders and decoders trained only at 100% coherence, plotted at each coherence level, showing that performance was similar at all levels of coherence not just near threshold (one-way repeated measures ANOVA *F*~(4)~ = 1.61, *p* = 0.18). Error bars represent the SEM. No individual data point was significantly different from 0 (*p* \> 0.05). ***C***, Normalized decoder weights of the per coherence decoders plotted against the 100% coherence decoders. Each point represents the weight of an individual unit, filled circles represent weights that are statistically different at the 100% and near threshold conditions. The weights of the two decoder types were strongly correlated (Spearman's ρ = 0.711, *p* \< 0.001). ***D***, ***E***, Effects of correlations on decoders trained at 100% coherence. ***D***, The changes in thresholds for the 100% coherence trained decoders and the per coherence trained decoders was very similar when removing correlations (Spearman's ρ = 0.938, *p* \< 0.001). As in [Figure 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the change in threshold was calculated as the standard threshold minus the no correlations threshold. ***E***, The changes in threshold for the two types of decoders was also very similar when ignoring correlations (Spearman's ρ = 0.715, *p* = 0.001). Similar to [Figure 4*F*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the change in threshold was calculated as the standard threshold minus the ignore correlations threshold.](enu0061828170005){#F5}

To further examine whether the decoders that were optimized at 100% coherence are equivalent to the decoders optimized on a per coherence basis, we tested if the effect of removing or ignoring correlations was the same for these two types of decoder. We reasoned that if these two types of decoder were using the same decoding strategy, they should show similar effects when removing or ignoring correlations. We first compared the effects of removing correlations at 100% coherence to the same effects performed at a threshold correlation ([Fig. 5*D*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). First, as expected, the majority of the data points were in the top right quadrant, indicating that removing correlation had the same effect (a decrease in threshold) regardless of whether training was done with the 100% coherence trials, or at the coherence of which the decoder was tested. Second, these data points were highly correlated (Spearman's ρ = 0.938, *p* \< 0.001), indicating that the effects were invariant to the two training methods. We also compared the effects of ignoring correlations for decoders that were trained at 100% coherence with decoders that were trained on a per coherence basis ([Fig. 5*E*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the change in threshold for the decoders that were trained at 100% coherence was highly correlated with per coherence trained decoders when correlations were ignored ([Fig. 5*E*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; Spearman's ρ = 0.715, *p* = 0.001). Altogether, our data suggest that the optimal linear decoding strategy is invariant to the level of motion coherence.

Decoder weights are largely determined by left-right selectivity, not preferred direction {#s4G}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we examined how well an individual unit's direction selectivity predicts its decoding weight. We considered two types of direction selectivity: left-right selectivity ([Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and the vertical meridian offset, which we defined as difference between the preferred direction of the unit ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, left panels) and the vertical meridian. For example, a unit that prefers motion to the right would have a vertical meridian offset of +90°, whereas one that prefers leftwards motion would be --90°, and units that prefer upwards or downwards motion would be 0°. While left-right selectivity and vertical meridian offset are related (Spearman's ρ = 0.769, *p* \< 0.001), they are not necessarily equivalent. For example, it is possible for a unit that prefers rightwards motion (e.g., 0°) to have weaker left-right selectivity than a unit that prefers motion at 45° due to differences in in firing rates and tuning bandwidths. Furthermore, although left-right selectivity should be a strong predictor of a unit's weight in a left-right decoding task, the correlation structure of real neuronal populations may result in units whose preferred axis of motion lies along the left-axis being more informative than those that are offset. Therefore, we tested if the decoder weights were determined simply by left-right selectivity, or if they were also influenced by the preferred direction of the units.

[Figure 6*A--C*](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the normalized decoder weights at 100% coherence plotted against the left-right selectivity for three example populations, using both the standard decoders (correlations present) and the decoders trained on trial shuffled data (no correlations). Populations typically showed a clear relationship between left-right selectivity and weights for both types of decoder, but the shuffled decoder weights showed a much tighter relationship. Across all populations, unit weights were highly correlated with left-right selectivity ([Fig. 6*D*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, left panel; Spearman's ρ = 0.841, *p* \< 0.001), especially for decoders trained on trial shuffled data ([Fig. 6*D*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, right panel; Spearman's ρ = 0.954, *p* \< 0.001). This indicates that while left-right selectivity is a key factor affecting the decoding weight, the weight may be slightly offset to optimize decoding performance when correlations are present.

![Decoders weights and direction selectivity. ***A--C***, Three example populations showing the normalized decoder weights plotted against the left-right selectivity for the standard decoders (left column, correlations present) and the decoders trained on shuffled data (right column, no correlations present). ***D***, Decoder weights for all populations plotted against left-right selectivity, showing a strong relationship (left), especially when spiking correlations are removed (right). ***E***, Decoder weights for all populations plotted against vertical meridian offset, showing a much weaker relationship (left), even when spiking correlations were not present (right).](enu0061828170006){#F6}

In contrast, the strength of the correlation between unit weight and vertical meridian offset was much weaker ([Fig. 6*E*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, left panel; Spearman's ρ = 0.594, *p* \< 0.001), even for decoders trained on trial shuffled data ([Fig. 6*E*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, right panel; Spearman's ρ = 0.738, *p* \< 0.001). Furthermore, there was no significant correlation between unit weight and vertical meridian offset when controlling for left-right selectivity (partial correlation, Spearman's ρ = --0.159, *p* = 0.06). In the summary, these results show that decoder weights are largely determined by left-right selectivity rather than the preferred direction of the unit.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

In this paper, we have presented the most extensive recordings to date of population activity in areas MT and MST for random dot motion embedded in noise. We found that correlations impaired decoding performance, but decoders which learnt the correlation structure performed better than those that ignored correlations. We also found that decreases in motion coherence led to increases in correlations that were independent of changes in spike counts. Despite these changes in correlations with coherence, decoders that were trained using only 100% coherence stimuli performed as well as decoders that were optimized for each level of coherence. Finally, we showed the decoder weights were primarily dependent on the left-right selectivity of the unit, not the preferred direction. These results provide valuable new insights into the correlations and information contained in real populations of neurons for opposite directions of motion discrimination tasks.

Stronger correlations in response to weaker motion signals {#s5A}
----------------------------------------------------------

We found that the mean spike count correlation (r~SC~) in MT and MST in response to random dot stimuli ranged from 0.17 (100% coherence) to 0.26 (10% coherence). The strength of the r~SC~ correlations at 100% coherence was similar to previous studies that recorded pairs of nearby neurons in MT (0.12: [@B65]; 0.2: [@B6]; 0.13: [@B17]; 0.1: [@B29]), although these studies were conducted in awake animals, whereas ours were anesthetized. In the primary visual cortex, correlations are higher in anesthetized preparations compared to awake animals ([@B25]). These differences seem to arise from changes in "network state," which is correlated with the low frequency range of the local field potential ([@B25]). We did not take any measure of network states, but given the similarity of our measurements of r~SC~ with those in awake animals, it is possible that anesthesia does not change the magnitude of r~SC~ values in MT and MST.

Furthermore, our finding that r~SC~ was higher in response to weaker motion signals compared to stronger motion signals complemented the findings of [@B6], who had reported the same result for pairs of neurons that prefer similar directions in awake animals. However, their results were based on a sample of 29 pairs; therefore, our analysis substantially builds on this by examining over 1000 pairs of units with a range of differences in direction selectivity ([Fig. 2*B*,*C*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we have shown that these results were not a consequence of changes in spike counts ([@B20]). While it is known that anesthesia can affect correlation structure in primary visual cortex by increasing r~SC~ values for high firing rate pairs and pairs with similar tuning ([@B25]), our observation that low coherence stimuli produce higher correlations was not dependent on firing rate ([Fig. 3*B*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) or signal correlation ([Fig. 3*E*,*F*](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and additionally. The finding that weaker stimulus strength produces greater r~SC~ values is also in agreement with the effects of changes in contrast of sinusoidal gratings on r~SC~ measurements in the primary visual cortex of macaques ([@B53]), where lower contrast gratings (which elicit lower spikes rates) produced higher correlations. These results, in combination with ours, suggest that weaker stimulus strengths may generally result in higher neuronal correlations in the visual cortex.

Since the noise in our stimulus was generated randomly for each stimulus presentation, it is possible that the neuronal correlations arise because of the variability in the stimulus, rather than having a neural origin. However, [@B6] found no significant difference in correlations for randomly generated stimuli and identical presentations of the same stimuli. Furthermore, [@B13] compared the spiking activity of single neurons in response to both randomly and statically generated stimulus noise found no difference in spiking variability, suggesting that the variability of responses (and therefore correlations) is not related to the random nature of the stimulus. Nonetheless, whether or not the correlations were, in part, driven by the stimulus, does not impact the analyses and conclusions of this study.

Effects of correlations in population decoding {#s5B}
----------------------------------------------

Our finding that correlations impair neural decoding is in agreement with previous works ([@B65]), with the simplest explanation being that noise cannot be averaged out in the presence of correlations. Our results are also compatible with studies of attention, which show that attention decreases neuronal correlations and improves stimulus feature decoding ([@B18], [@B21]; [@B38]). On the other hand, recent work has also demonstrated that, both theoretically and empirically, the presence of trial-to-trial correlations can improve population decoding ([@B1]; [@B56]; [@B5]; [@B52]; [@B24]; [@B28]; [@B70]; [@B31]; [@B67]; [@B63]). Whether the correlation structure helps or hinders population decoding may be dependent on the type of task performed by the decoder ([@B24]). Studies that have found that population decoding performance was improved by the presence of correlations usually readout a continuous estimate of a stimulus parameter ([@B28]; [@B62]; [@B67]), which is comparable with a fine discrimination task in which subjects make judgements between small differences in stimulus attributes. However, in our study, the decoder made a binary choice between two opposites directions in noisy conditions, suggesting the correlation structure of neurons in MT/MST may be not be beneficial for population coding in a 2AFC opposite direction task. The correlation structure of populations of sensory neurons will depend, at least to some degree, on the task that the animal is performing ([@B17]), so it is possible that the correlations may be helpful, or less harmful to performance, when the animal is engaged in the task.

It should be noted that the effects of correlations can depend on population size ([@B35]; [@B31]), in which small populations (\<100) that undersample the full population can lead to the false conclusion that presence of correlations improves decoding, whereas larger samples of the full population demonstrate that correlations impair decoding. However, we found that the presence of correlations impair decoding in small populations, and to our knowledge there is no study that demonstrates that this effect would be reversed for larger populations. The question of how decoding performance scaled with the number of neurons in the population is an important question. We found that population size had no significant effect on population threshold, but because of the heterogeneity of our populations, our data can only provide limited insights into this issue. Addressing this question in full will require larger populations that cover the full range of preferred directions and selectivities.

We also found ignoring the correlation structure had a small but significant impact on decoding performance, implying that downstream neurons have to know the correlations between neurons to extract all available information. However, knowing or learning correlations is not unrealistic, as correlations were relatively consistent between coherence, implying that only one set of correlations has to be known for near-optimal decoding. Indeed, applying a linear decoder trained with the 100% coherence stimuli was no less effective than decoders trained per coherence ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that neurons that carried the most information at 100% coherence will likely be the most informative at lower coherences ([@B16]) also meant that optimal decoding weights can be predicted fairly accurately at lower coherences from those trained at 100% ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This also meant that the effects observed when weights were optimized per coherence, i.e., the effects of removing and ignoring correlations, were also present when the 100% coherence weights were used universally ([Fig. 5*C*,*D*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether, these results contributed to the reasons why weights trained at 100% coherence can be applied to lower coherences with little loss in performance.

Interestingly, we observed that the populations that were most impaired by the presence of correlations showed the least improvement from learning the correlations, and populations which showed the most improvement from when correlations were considered were least affected correlations were removed ([Fig. 4*D*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This result may appear to be counterintuitive, however, it has been shown computationally that both scenarios are possible ([@B5]).

Optimal weighting of responses for decoding in opposite directions of motion task {#s5C}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results show that the optimal weights are dependent on the left-right selectivity of units rather than their preferred direction, with some optimizations to account for correlations. This reflects previous studies that suggest that perceptual learning can be best accounted for by optimizing weights via changes in feedforward connectivity ([@B33]; [@B7]), as the improvements sensory representation of stimulus features appear to be minimal ([@B49]; [@B60]; [@B44]), particularly for area MT in a 2AFC opposite directions of motion task ([@B32]). Essentially, such a learning process enables the neurons which carry the most task-relevant information to contribute the most to the decision, which is a similar process to training the decoder to optimize weights for left-right decoding in the present study. Therefore, perceptual learning could be mediated by a process that learns a slightly different set of weights that are specific to the task, which in this case would be the left-right selectivities and correlation structure, not the preferred direction. Since the present study also demonstrates that decoders can be trained to perform the task at 100% coherence, and then apply same decoding strategy at lower coherences, and still perform relatively well, then perceptual learning could be mediated a simpler process than if the weights have to be refined substantially with respect to changes in coherences. Furthermore, this means that downstream areas that readout MT/MST neurons do not, in principle, need to first know the level of motion coherence, as the optimal linear readout is the same for all motion coherences. This also has important implications for modeling of neuronal populations for sensory readout in 2AFC tasks ([@B50]; [@B19]; [@B59]).
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Synthesis {#s6}
=========

Reviewing Editor: Leonard Maler, University of Ottawa

Decisions are customarily a result of the Reviewing Editor and the peer reviewers coming together and discussing their recommendations until a consensus is reached. When revisions are invited, a fact-based synthesis statement explaining their decision and outlining what is needed to prepare a revision will be listed below. The following reviewer(s) agreed to reveal their identity: Brent Doiron.

Editors comments

Both reviewers agree that this manuscript on population coding of motion signals in MS and MST. The large data sets are very useful with respect to the important question re how recorded correlations across a large number of cells will affect population coding of motion.

Both reviewers note that this Ms addresses issues of high interest in this field and relevant to both sensory physiologists and computational neuroscientists; further, this Ms addresses current gaps in the literature.

Both reviewers do identify two important gaps in this Ms that must be addressed before this Ms can be considered for publication. The first is to determine how the decoding quality scales with number of neurons (Reviewer \#1, comment 1; Reviewer \#2, comment 2). Reviewer \#1 makes concrete suggestions as to how this issue can be addressed.

Second, in the online discussion, both reviewers agreed that it will be important to discuss the role of anaesthetics.

Both reviewers have made excellent comments and I include edited versions of these reviews to expedite your revision of this Ms.

Reviewer \#1

1\) The authors are correct that most correlation studies in MT and MST focus on single neuron pairs. Because of this these previous studies have had to infer from single pairs how correlations are distributed over a population. In earlier studies (Zohary et al., 1994, Sompolinsky et al. 2001, etc.) positive correlations put limits on how decoding accuracy scaled with the number of neurons in the population - again all based on identical pairwise correlations. However, in this study the authors can estimate how correlations affect population codes from small populations of neurons. I am surprised that the authors did not investigate how decoding performance scaled with the number of neurons in the population. The authors started this analysis in Fig 4A by comparing the population to the code from the best neuron. How does the neurometric threshold scale as the number of neurons scales from 1 to the total population? Does it saturate at very small populations (&lt; 10), or does it smoothy increase? There will be the issue of how the ordering of neurons should be (first, second, etc.). I expect a suitable large number of random orderings and then averaging will suffice; but the population heterogeneity may be too large. 

2\) As I am sure the authors are aware, the magnitude and structure of population-wide correlations are very dependent upon anesthetics (for instance Ecker et al., 2014, Neuron). Some of the past studies from MT recordings were from awake and behaving animals (the original Zohary et al. paper for instance, and well as other work from the Newsome group). While, I do not expect the authors to redo their experiments in awake animals, there should be a brief discussion about anesthetics and how their results may change in awake animals.

Reviewer \#2

Potentially of most interest, the authors observed that a decoder trained using one (high) coherence performed equivalently well to decoders that were set up for each specific (lower) coherence. One set of weights performing comparably well across coherences (although see comments 2 and 3 below) suggests that this may be a potential mechanism that the brain could use to solve 2AFC discrimination tasks using these dots stimuli. 

Main point: 

1\. In the significance statement (and elsewhere), the authors establish that this manuscript, by recording from more neurons than previous studies, will allow for them to better account for the correlation structure of populations of neurons in response to the dots stimulus. This may be true, but the analyses presented in the manuscript come up short of this goal. 

Specifically, in several places the authors suggest that 'the correlation structure remained largely unchanged across coherence', while acknowledging an overall change in average correlation. I do not think that the authors have fully demonstrated this though. They have merely shown that averaged rSC, as a function of coherence, changes (Figure 3A) but they have not further explored the full 'correlation structure' even though they have the appropriate data to do so. 

The authors could consider tempering this claim, or if they wish to keep it, they should consider expanding their treatment of this result to look at rSC across coherences as a function of different tuning indices (like those used later in Figure 6; an example X-axis could be the difference in signed left-right selectivity between pairs of neurons) or other functional properties. This would more completely address the issue of the 'correlation structure' and would provide insight into whether the decrease in rSC with higher coherences is driven by changes in the interactions between pairs of neurons with similar or dissimilar tuning (or by pairs that are either well tuned or not for the tested directions). 

Relatedly, and perhaps more significantly, one wonders whether there is a trivial component of these stimuli that leads to the observed changes in average rSC values across coherences. The authors did not use 'frozen' noise, so each stimulus is slightly different than others because of the use of different random seeds. Within a given coherence, this is unlikely to have a major contribution to overall measured rSC values (Zohary et al, Bair et al, Cohen and Newsome) but it seems possible to me that it could differently affect rSC across coherences, especially at (near) full coherence. 

If these are the exact dots used by the Shadlen and Newsome labs, lower coherences will have more spatial variation from trial to trial (given random seeds), right? Could the lower rSC at the highest coherences be directly due to this (lessened) variability? This question is important because the largest difference in Figure 3A is between the two highest coherences and the rest of the 'lower' coherences. 

To help address this point, it would be worth reporting whether the rSC differences as a function of coherence is driven by changes in variability or co-variability (separately). I would expect to see a decrease in the variance at the highest coherences and not necessarily a change in covariance. If that is the case, it would argue against this being a network property. 

Even if this particular result does not survive additional scrutiny, I do not believe that it will adversely affect the subsequent analyses in the paper, or the overall contribution of the paper. 

Additional points: 

2\. That a single decoder works comparably well across coherences is an interesting observation that the authors do not fully unpack for the reader. 

Often, 'optimal' decoders are set up separately for each condition. This creates a strange (and circular) case where, if the brain were to implement this same approach, it would have to 'know' the condition in order to set up the correct optimal decoder. The authors mention this logic in their introduction but do not revisit the implications. 

With this strange logic in mind, it is not particularly surprising that this case (a direction 2AFC) is well suited for a single decoder (whose job it is to identify neurons with firing rates that distinguish between the two options) to work across coherences. However, there has been very little discussion of this point in the literature. And, there is very little discussion of these and related points in the results or discussion section of this paper. Of particular relevance is the unfeasibility of the brain relying on many different optimal decoders for different coherences and how this observation suggests that scheme is unnecessary. 

It is well-beyond the scope of this paper, but this observation has implications for modeled networks that are designed to solve similar 2AFC tasks and suggests that, given population recordings in MT during the 2AFC task, a single decoder could be established to predict choices, on a trial-by-trial manner, across coherences. 

3\. As a point of clarification regarding the previous point: 

The authors tested a large range of coherences, but the values they selected are quite large relative to perceptual threshold in humans and monkeys (for example, see Britten et al 1992, or Roitman and Shadlen 2002 for a reaction time version of the task). Only 10% coherence could be considered 'ambiguous'. In my mind, this is a minor flaw in the experimental design that might limit the interpretability of the current results. 

I worry that performance with the 100% coherence decoder is so good because all (but one) of the other tested coherences are extremely high. The authors want to make the claim that this single decoder would be a useful decoding strategy across all coherences, including ones that are even more ambiguous that those tested (the steep parts of the psychometric function). 

Is there anything that can be learned about performance at that 10% coherence level that would lessen my concern? Do the authors think the results would change if they had looked at lower coherences? Do they think we can infer a general readout mechanism that could be used for solving this task across the range of typically tested coherences? 

One specific way to address this question is to ask: does showing thresholds in figure 5A give qualitatively similar results to showing average % percent correct at each coherence for the two decoders (particularly at the lowest coherence tested)? The implication from the thresholds is that overall percent correct is not distinguishable for a given coherence (because the thresholds are the same) but the authors have not specifically commented on this. It seems possible to me that there are, in fact, larger differences at the lowest coherence (which is most perceptually dissimilar to full coherence) compared to higher coherences (which are less perceptually dissimilar to full coherence) while still yielding similar threshold estimates across coherences. It would be important to know if that is true or not. 

4\. I found the motivation for Figure 4A to be weak. It is completely reasonable to ask whether decoding improves with an increasing number of included neurons (although, the result is unsurprising). The more potentially interesting question is how much adding neurons (and which neurons) improves decoding. Posing the question this way might lead to different analyses than what has been presented. With that in mind, the authors may reasonably choose to keep their current motivation intact. 

If the authors do wish to keep their current motivation, they could also consider pointing out that the distribution of weights in the population decoding are largely non-zero as an additional bolster to their claim (if that is, in fact, true). 

5\. Finally, I would like to see the correlation (just the value is sufficient) of the two tuning indices that they use (L-R index and vertical meridian offset) across the population so that I could better interpret these results. 
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